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The resulting experience is more realistic and more dynamic than ever before, and is a true testament to the quality of the in-game
physics, ball control and overall experience. We’ve got more on how the technology makes its debut in FIFA 22, and how it’s bringing
new life to the ball and de-stressing your gameplay. The Technology “HyperMotion” is the key to the ball physics, de-stressing
movement and a more authentic football experience in FIFA. The game uses a library of over 1 million data points of player
movements, and applies the physics through the game engine to give a more realistic game experience. At a key moment, the player
stops suddenly and the ball is released. Without stopping the player, the ball would continue to move too quickly and it would fly
away like a meteor in FIFA. The player is also lifted off the ground by a very realistic force that makes him fly away. This makes the
ball work like a real ball and have realistic actions and dynamics. The player is using his arm to push the ball and the player bends
the lower part of his arm to make the ball roll a certain way. The ball is a bit elastic and rolls differently, meaning that the player has
a control over the ball and the way it moves. The player doesn't simply play the ball with his foot when he’s attacking and his position
can affect the whole attack. The timing and placement of the pass to the attacker can be very different, and this is a new feature
exclusive to FIFA. The player also needs to use his speed, strength and agility to attack, intercept, compete for aerial balls, recover,
tackle and turn. It’s also crucial for players to use the whole team to create dominance over the ball, and make the game more
dynamic. The Impact FIFA 22 offers a completely new, player-first gameplay experience. New gameplay system lets you control a
pass as you choose the timing of a throw, give your players movement control, place your players in positions to create a dominating
midfield or use your subs wisely to create a dominate defence. The Impact In the most important moments of the football game, the
most important move for a player is to control the ball in the air, and become a force in the game. The key to doing this is

Features Key:

FIFA 22 gives you the most comprehensive career mode and wird chemistry and movement shown to date on the pitch, in training and during off-the-pitch challenges.
Play and manage a club, making the right decisions as a manager or becoming a star player.
Discover a brand new tactics-based game mode with "pass and move" that optimizes your footwork to transform your ball control and use of space on the field.
Discover an in-game “matchday” party system that allows you to live out the celebration of triumph or the agony of defeat, whatever the outcome.
Enjoy the most authentic-feeling team experiences thanks to improvements that includes dialogue choices and squad chemistry.
Play as any one of the 210 licensed teams competing in world football today. Compete as an Elo club or enter highly-themed teams, including the newest La Liga clubs with their matchday kits and the most authentic and realistic player attributes during every matchday.
Play as yourself as you manage clubs across the globe, leading them through the UEFA Champions League or play against friends in Online Seasons of UEFA EURO.
Play as the world’s best and brightest players in Online Seasons of FIFA Ultimate Team.
Enjoy the largest roster of licensed teams across all three platforms with over 370 players to choose from including the FIFA 22 Samsung Oculus Port, and Ultimate Team featuring all of the most popular licensed teams played by over 150 players to choose from. For PlayStation 4, Xbox One, and PC
(Windows 10, Windows 7), players can compete with the largest roster of available players across all platforms.
Create your own team by customizing the colors and kits of your clubs, while over 70 kits available for players to choose from.
Experience the biggest feature in FIFA franchise history: Moments - a new competitive and social mode for FIFA mobile which allows players to try out the skills of the game’s most legendary players in an array of matches including FIFA Ultimate Team – Moments Challenges and FIFA Ultimate Team –
Moments Matches.
FIFA 22 introduces “HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected from real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture suits. The data collected 
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The best soccer video game in the world. FIFA is the most popular series of soccer video games for the PlayStation®4, Xbox One,
PC, Wii U, Nintendo 3DS and Nintendo Switch™ systems. Over the past two decades, FIFA has consistently set the standard for
sports video games thanks to game mechanics that have been designed from the ground up to make the player the center of
attention. At its core, FIFA is a game that’s focused on spectacular skill-based player movement, tactical play and free-flowing, 3D
gameplay that’s designed to ignite the viewer’s passion for the beautiful game. You can play online with friends and new and old
foes across a range of career and social modes, including Career, Ultimate Team, Seasons and more. Or play offline and challenge
up to four friends in a variety of local and online multiplayer modes including Conquest, Domination, and King of the Hill. The FIFA
Ultimate Team™ mode challenges players to collect, train, manage and compete with a customizable squad of the world's
greatest players. EA SPORTS™ FIFA 22 - A New Standard in Digital Play EA SPORTS FIFA 22 truly takes the gameplay to the next
level. From the skillful dribbling and quick thinking required to beat defenders one on one, to build up play and create chances to
the fine-tuned touch required to complete dribbles with finesse, to the precision required to anticipate a run and hit a precise shot,
every aspect of the game has been designed for perfection. In addition to the rich new visuals and enhanced gameplay, FIFA 22 is
the only sports game on the market to let you play as 12 legendary club captains, from the likes of Al Capone and Diego
Maradona, to King Juan Carlos I of Spain and Zinedine Zidane. FIFA 22 - FIFA Ultimate Team™ The Real Deal EA SPORTS FIFA 22
offers more ways than ever to play with friends and family. To start, if you have a PlayStation®Network or Xbox Live Gamertag
connected to EA SPORTS FIFA 22, you’ll be able to play the game online and unlock games in the FIFA Ultimate Team™ mode in
FIFA 22 in addition to the over 200 licensed clubs and 99 players from the previous edition. FIFA Ultimate Team™ supports more
ways to play than ever before, with two new ways to play in FIFA Ultimate Team™: Seasons and “Friendly” mode. � bc9d6d6daa
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Create your own unique playing style as you lead your favorite club to greatness, from a run of top club finishes to the ultimate
triumph in the UEFA Champions League™. Featuring improved Ultimate Team play with more ways to control and influence your
players’ morale and reputation, along with new ways to evolve and alter your squad, FIFA Ultimate Team is the ultimate place to build
and manage your dream team. FIFA Club World Cup™ – Enter one of the biggest club tournaments in the world, where 24 of the best
clubs from across the globe compete for glory in five stages across three continents. Experience the greatest club tournament in
world football – and now in the ultimate edition – with completely revised gameplay, refined controls, and immersive new features
such as the Perspawn Engine and Ball Physics. The Best Teams in the World. What makes a great football team? It’s a matter of
finding the right balance – for this definitive edition of FIFA, we focused not just on what makes a great team, but also on the teams
that are the best at everything they do. From the top down, FIFA 22 has great teams at every level – from Real Madrid to Villarreal,
and from Bayern Munich to Zenit St. Petersburg. New TV Broadcast • New Camera Angles • New Commentary Team • Improved AI
Control An expansion on the original broadcast show, EA SPORTS FUT 20/20 will deliver play-by-play commentary from Mike "Dano"
Dano and Dave "Dice" Richards and show the matches from an entirely new broadcast venue, as well as from more camera angles
than ever before. Fans can also immerse themselves in the match day atmosphere with the new A.I. control, Spectator mode,
Spectator HUD, and much more. Expert Ratings – Expert Ratings are the "FIFA Experience" – you'll be able to challenge your friends
or complete Pro Clubs while you learn from the best. Review your session and compare your rating with other players around the
world or simply provide a score of the match. The importance of expert ratings is guaranteed by EA SPORTS, as the scores will be
used in the EA SPORTS FUT 20/20 Ultimate Team™. Performance Drives Skill Sets – Build the perfect team from a massive range of
new Skill Sets that have been crafted by our team of football experts. Discover a raft of new in-depth options, such as improved set-
pieces, new parts, and a variety
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What's new in Fifa 22:

New camera viewing angle. Turn on or off all typical camera views and choose whether your view should change at all during gameplay.
New Real Player Motion (RPM) camera effect. The popular RPM camera effect has been moved to a new location of “Camera Settings” (tab on the main menu). When turned on, the camera will
change depending on the actions of the player in the game, such as position. RPM can also be tuned and customised to any player in the game.
New goalkeeper auto slide. In this update, the "Auto Slide" feature in FIFA 18 has been reimagined, and is now much more intuitive for new and experienced users.
New FIFA 18 Pro-Tips, available in the Pro Chat window. These football learning tips are tailored to your game, and will provide a great way to improve your play on the pitch.
New goalkeeper saves. Make Goalkeeper saves count. Improved goalkeeper logic helps make saves increasingly difficult to score against you.
New goal celebrations. Shout your team’s goal scoring record or use a special celebration to mark a player’s milestone.
New pre-match preparations. Build your squad, activate training camps, improve Team Tactics, or share with friends.
Bonus Cards - Added a variety of spin-off FIFA Ultimate Team Packs featuring FIFA Ultimate Team bonus cards, in addition to new Skill Packs and Seasons Packs.
Achievement Unlocked - Available in Career Mode, you unlock various Achievements in the game as you progress.
Game Preparation - This menu option allows the user to improve or rebuild a team, as well as the localization of the Home Menu.
Photomatch - Adds an special photo mode, which allows you to edit photos in the game and create a portrait-style summary video to share with a friend.
Safeguarding - Now goalkeeper AI can prioritize defending their penalty area in a penalty shootout.
Tactics Center - In this menu, you can manipulate placement of your players, as well as adjust formations and team tactics.
Trials - Revamped career mode training, offering a greater range of participating clubs, and other improvements.
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Football, the world’s favourite sport, is about pure, heart-pounding action. It’s the sum total of all the special moments every
footballer has experienced - the first touch of a ball, the flair of a shot, the artistry of a pass. Over three million players around the
world have experienced these emotions in FIFA games. Now, you can share your FIFA journey with a new generation of console
players. RE-IMAGINE THE GAME FIFA® 22 re-imagines football, with a brand-new control scheme allowing players to shape the ball
with new finesse and fluidity. This new approach allows players to move more naturally and go where they want to go. A NEW WAY
TO FOOTBALL FIFA reimagines where you’ll want to play, too, with a deeper set of contextual controls. Now, you can decide where
and how you want to go when you’re playing the game - with complete freedom of movement. This responsiveness and fluidity of
touch makes FIFA football action feel alive and authentic. Juggling the ball in a completely free and natural movement system for the
first time ever means an intuitive, unrivaled playing style that will excite new fans of the game. New and improved commentary, with
more commentary options and features, plus the option to choose a level of commentary in English and French, to suit your needs RE-
IMAGINE THE GAME FIFA® 22 re-imagines football, with a brand-new control scheme allowing players to shape the ball with new
finesse and fluidity. This new approach allows players to move more naturally and go where they want to go. A NEW WAY TO
FOOTBALL FIFA reimagines where you’ll want to play, too, with a deeper set of contextual controls. Now, you can decide where and
how you want to go when you’re playing the game - with complete freedom of movement. This responsiveness and fluidity of touch
makes FIFA football action feel alive and authentic. Juggling the ball in a completely free and natural movement system for the first
time ever means an intuitive, unrivaled playing style that will excite new fans of the game. New and improved commentary, with
more commentary options and features, plus the option to choose a level of commentary in English and French, to suit your needs •
Much deeper skill
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/10 CPU: Core i3/Core i5/Core i7 RAM: 8GB GPU: NVIDIA GTX 660/AMD Radeon HD 7970/AMD Radeon HD
7970 2GB/AMD Radeon HD 7970 3GB VRAM: 2GB HDD: 22GB Recommended: CPU: Core i5/Core i7 GPU: NVIDIA GTX 760/AMD Radeon
R
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